Abstract-The manuscript addresses the problem of finding all solutions of power flow equations or other similar nonlinear system of algebraic equations. This problem arises naturally in a number of power systems contexts, most importantly in the context of direct methods for transient stability analysis and voltage stability assessment. We introduce a novel form of homotopy continuation method called the numerical polynomial homotopy continuation (NPHC) method that is mathematically guaranteed to find all the solutions without ever encountering a bifurcation. The method is based on embedding the real form of power flow equation in complex space, and tracking the generally unphysical solutions with complex values of real and imaginary parts of the voltage. The solutions converge to physical real form in the end of the homotopy. The so-called γ-trick mathematically rigorously ensures that all the paths are wellbehaved along the paths, so unlike other continuation approaches, no special handling of bifurcations is necessary. The method is embarrassingly parallelizable and can be applied to reasonably large sized systems. We demonstrate the technique by analysis of several standard test cases up to the 14-bus system size. Finally, we discuss possible strategies for scaling the method to large size systems, and propose several applications for transient stability analysis and voltage stability assessment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power flow problem is one of the most fundamental and essential problems in power systems. It provides us a "snapshot" of the power systems in the steady state [1] ; hence, the solutions of power flow problem are widely employed in the planning stage. The power flow equations are inherently nonlinear and may have multiple solutions for given set of parameters [2] .
In normal operation the system attempts to stay in a single of the multiple solutions, typically the one with the highest levels of voltage. However, characterization of all the solution branches is important for a number of security assessment, planning, and operation processes. For example, the direct methods of transient stability analysis require the knowledge of energy function [3] - [6] at the closest unstable equilibrium points (CUEPs) of the system. Similarly, the distance between the normal and the closest unstable equilibrium may be used as the margin to voltage instability [7] . Recently, the authors of this manuscript have demonstrated the phenomenon of multistability that can arise in distribution grids with power flow reversal [8] . The study raised concerns that the transition among equilibria is possible and the system may get entrapped at the undesirable equilibrium in the post-fault recovery.
However, finding all solutions to the power flow problem is, actually, a very challenging task. Several approaches to this problem have been proposed in the literature. These include most importantly the continuation methods [1] , [2] , and various techniques for finding the closest unstable equilibrium points [5] , [6] . The techniques based on the real algebraic geometry methods have been discussed more recently as well [9] . The problem with the purely algebraic methods is their poor scalability with the system size. On the other hand, the continuation methods may fail to find all the solutions in some situations [10] .
The homotopy continuation methods have been known and applied to the power flow equations for quite some time now, see e.g. [11] . The basic strategy to solve a system of nonlinear equations using a homotopy continuation method is to start with a new system of nonlinear equations which is easier to solve. Then, one constructs a family of problems through one or more parameters that the system to be solved and the newly constructed systems both are members of. Next, each solution of the new system is tracked towards the original system along the parameters. If the path successfully reaches the original system, then we achieve one solution of the original solution. Performing such a path-tracking for many solutions of the new system towards the original one finally gives many solutions of the original system. Though, in many cases, this approach may be more successful in finding many solutions in comparison with the Newton-Raphson approaches, it does not guarantee to find all the solutions of the original system and can be difficult to apply in situations when the solution tracked by the homotopy experiences a bifurcation.
When the system of equations is a system of polynomial equations, the homotopy continuation methods performs better than most other approaches. We propose a Numerical Polynomial Homotopy Continuation (NPHC) method in this paper which guarantees to find all the solutions. The NPHC method has been only recently applied to various areas in Physics [12] - [23] , Chemistry, and Mathematical Biology. Due to inevitably expensive computation and limitation of computers, we can solve the power flow problem of 14-node systems using the NPHC method. Theoretically, solving more than 30-node system is not completely impossible using the Polyhedral Homotopy which we also introduce in this paper. It should be pointed out that the previous works demonstrating similar methods to the power flow equations either scaled badly with the system size [24] or were proved not to find all the solutions in practice [10] , [25] , [26] . Moreover, the NPHC method can store the general form of solutions that only depend on the system parameters, the feature which we will exploit in the power flow problems in a separate article.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first present the power flow problem in rectangular form as a system of polynomial equations. In section III, we introduce the NPHC method, the Total Degree Homotopy with an explicit example of the 2-bus system, and Polyhedral Homotopy. In section IV, we give out the details of our computations by first giving a comparison between the Total Degree Homotopy and the Polyhedral Homotopy, demonstrating that the Polyhedral Homotopy significantly reduces the computational efforts compared to the Total Degree Homotopy. Next, we introduce various possible applications of NPHC to power systems in section V toward security analysis/assessment. In appendices A and B, we give details of our computations for the 4-bus system and IEEE 14-bus with the NPHC method.
II. POWER FLOW PROBLEM
Traditional approaches for analysis of power flow solutions based on iterative methods like Newton-Raphson, continuation power flow, and their variations [1] are not suitable for identification of all branches of the solution manifold. By construction these methods find only one solution at a time for given set of parameters. There is no systematic way of adjusting the initial conditions that would guarantee that all solutions branches are found. In this work we propose a novel algorithm for identification of all the solutions based on the complex algebraic geometry techniques. This algorithm relies on the polynomial representation of the power flow equations that can be obtained via rewriting the equation in rectangular form. We consider a n-bus system which represents either a transmission network or a distribution network. Let bus 1 be the slack bus. At bus i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, let i) P i and Q i be active and reactive power consumed or generated at bus i (so P i > 0 corresponds to generation); ii) V i = V iRe + jV iIm be the rectangular form of bus voltage. The power flow equations can be expressed as follows [9] :
(1)
where Y ik = G ik + jB ik is an entry of the bus admittance matrix, Y .
III. POLYNOMIAL HOMOTOPY CONTINUATION METHOD
In this section, we outline the numerical polynomial homotopy continuation (NHPC) method.
The key idea of the NPHC method is to embed the system of real equations (1), (2) The NPHC method works as follows [27] , [28] : first, one estimates an upper bound on the number of complex solutions of the given system. Then, one writes down the equation or system of equations to be solved in a more general parametric form, based on the upper bound. This process is called constructing homotopy. Then, one solves this general system at a point in the parameter space at which its solutions can be easily found. There are various ways of finding such a point of which we will discuss one below. This parameter point is called the starting point, the system at this parameter point is called the start system and the solutions of the start system are called the start solutions. Then, each of the start solutions are tracked in the parameter space from the starting point to the point in the parameter space corresponding to the original system.
More specifically, let us consider a system of multivariate polynomial equations P (x) = 0, where P (x) = (p 1 (x), . . . , p m (x)) and x = (x 1 , . . . , x m ), which is known to have isolated solutions.
As the first step for the NPHC method, we need to estimate an upper bound on the number of solutions of this system. A popular choice for an upper bound comes from the well-known Classical Bézout Theorem, which asserts that for a system of m polynomial equations in m variables the maximum number of solutions in C m is m i=1 d i , where d i is the degree of the ith polynomial. The Classical Bézout Bound (CBB), is exact if the coefficients take generic values.
Then we can construct a homotopy as
where Q(x) is another system of polynomial equations, Q(x) = (q 1 (x), . . . , q m (x)), i.e., the start system, with the following properties: 1) All the complex (which also include all the real) solutions of Q(x) = H(x, 0) = 0 are known or can be easily obtained.
2) The number of solutions of Q(x) = H(x, 0) = 0 is equal to an estimated number (or an upper bound) of the solutions for P (x) = 0, i.e., in our case, equal to the CBB of P (x) = 0.
3) The solution set of H(x, t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 consists of a finite number of smooth paths, called homotopy paths, each parametrized by t ∈ [0, 1). 4) Every isolated solution of H(x, 1) = P (x) = 0 can be reached by some path originating at a solution of
We can then track each path corresponding to each solution of Q(x) = 0 from t = 0 to t = 1 and reach P (x) = 0 = H(x, 1). By implementing an efficient path tracker algorithm, e.g., the corrector-predictor method, we can get all the isolated solutions of P (x) = 0. The γ-trick: Here, γ = e iθ with θ ∈ R is a generic random number. It is shown [27] - [29] that for all but a finite number of angles θ, H −1 (x, 0) consists of smooth paths over [0, 1) and every isolated solution of P (x) = 0 has a path converging to it. Furthermore, if m * is the multiplicity of an isolated solution x * , then x * has exactly m * paths converging to it. And all the paths are strictly increasing in t.
In other words, for a generic value of γ each path is wellbehaved for t ∈ [0, 1). This trick, called the γ-trick, in fact makes sure that there is no singularity or bifurcation along the paths and that the NPHC method then guarantees to find all the solutions with any start system which satisfies the above four criteria.
Note that the numerical homotopy continuation approach can be applied even to non-algebraic equations. However, there exist several difficulties. In particular, in the non-algebraic systems case, this method may not guarantee to find all the solutions. Hence, the method may not always be a primary candidate method to solve a set of non-algebraic equations. However, due to the reasons such as the applicability of the γ-trick to polynomial systems, the algebraic geometry ways of finding upper bounds on the number of solutions, etc., this method works exceptionally well for polynomial systems.
The homotopy constructed using the CBB is called the Total Degree Homotopy and the start system Q(x) = 0 can be taken for example as
where d i is the degree of the i th polynomial of the original system P (x) = 0. Solving Eq. (4) is obviously easy. Moreover, the total number of start solutions is m i=1 d i , all of which are non-singular.
A. Example: The 2-bus system
We now take a simple system to explain the steps of the NPHC method. The system we consider is the one load -one infinite bus system with purely inductive line. We choose this setting to illustrate how the method works on the systems with different equations order. The parameters used for the simulation (V 1 = 1 + j0, P 2 = 0.1, Q 2 = 0.1 and Y = −j6.67) result in the following algebraic system:
where V 2Im and V 2Re are the variables. Since the first equation is a univariate linear equation, it can be easily solved for V 2Im . Then, substituting the solution of V 2Im in the second equations, we can also find both the solutions of the second equation in V 2Re . However, we solve it with the NPHC method pretending that the solutions of this system are not known.
In the first step, we estimate an upper bound on the number of complex solutions using the CBB. Since the degrees of the first and the second polynomials are 1 and 2, respectively, the CBB is 1 × 2 = 2. Then, we create a new system, say g(x), as below:
It is easy to see that g(V ) has the same number of roots as the CBB, i.e., 2 solutions, (1, 1) and (1, −1). We now construct a homotopy between f (V ) and g(V ) as
where we pick a generic complex number γ. The homotopy paths can now be tracked from each of the solutions (1, 1) and (1, −1) of g(V ) = 0 from t = 0 to t = 1 using the predictor-corrector method. In the end, for this system, both the solution-paths converge to t = 1, and we get the following solutions: (−0.015, 0.016) and (−0.015, 0.985). Note that these solutions can be refined further to the desired precision. . The superscripts of (1, 1) or (1, −1) denote the start solutions, i.e. the two solutions of the start system or g(V ) = 0, which associates with either the large blue dot, I 1 , or large red dot, I 2 , on the real axis. One can see that each trajectory starts from either I 1 or I 2 lying on the real axis at t = 0; then from there, it moves away to complex values of V 2Im and V 2Re which are, obviously, unphysical; finally, it finishes at the real axis where t = 1 indicating the power flow solution which is a real number. Therefore, intermediate values of V 2Im and V 2Re are complex numbers, this illustrates the key idea of NPHC. One can also can observe that, for the 2-bus system, commencing with two start solutions of g(V ) = 0, (1, 1) and (1, −1), the homotopy paths converge to two solutions to the power flow problem, i.e (−0.015, 0.016) and (−0.015, 0.985), respectively.
B. The Polyhedral Homotopy
Though the total degree homotopy is the simplest one in that the CBB is easy to compute and the corresponding start system is also easy to come up with and solve, polynomial equations arising from real-life problems are sparse, i.e., there are usually only a few terms in each polynomial equation of the system. In such spase systems, the actual number of solutions is much smaller than the CBB. Hence, a lot of computational effort is wasted in tracking paths that eventually turn out to be non-solutions. In order to resolve this issue, we also use a tighter upper bound on the number solutions, called the Bernstein-Khovanskii-Kushnirenko (BKK) bound. Because of the more technical nature of the computation of the BKK bound, the details are explained in Appendix C.
The homotopy in which the start system is on the BKK bound is called Polyhedral Homotopy. The advantage of this homotopy compared to the Total Degree Homotopy is that one has to track less number of paths. The disadvantage of the Polyhedral Homotopy is that solving the start system based on the BKK bound may not be as easy as in the case of the Total Degree Homotopy. However, in many problems including ours, the time to solve the start system for the Polyhedral Homotopy may be negligible compared to the time it saves to track the extra paths compared the the Total Degree Homotopy.
There are several sophisticated numerical packages such as Bertini [30] , PHCpack [31] , PHoM [32] , HOMPACK [33] and HOM4PS2 [34] , [35] well-equipped to solve multivariate polynomial systems. In our work, we have used HOM4PS2 for the polyhedral homotopy computation and Bertini for the total degree homotopy computation.
C. Salient Features of the NPHC Method
In this subsection,we list out salient features of the NPHC method:
1) The NPHC method, unlike the Newton-Raphson and many other local numerical methods, guarantees to find all the isolated complex solutions of a given algebraic system of equations. Since the complex solutions also include real solutions, which are most of the times the physically relevant ones, in the end we obtain all the real solutions. The non-real solutions at least in the powerflow equations have no physical meaning. This means that a lot of computational effort is wasted in finding these solutions. On the other hand, at the moment, a method which finds only all the real solutions is not available. Such a method, however, will be one of the most significant advancements not only in the powerflow areas but also in Mathematics itself. 2) The NPHC method is known as being embarrassingly parallelizable because each solution-path can be tracked independent of all others. Moreover, as all the paths are described by the same differential equation, it can be very efficiently implemented on modern Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture like Graphical Processing Units that currently offer significantly more computing power for a given cost of hardware. 3) Unlike the symbolic methods, the NPHC being a purely numerical method does not need to have systems with only rational coefficients. 4) Unlike the methods based on the Newton-Raphson method, the PNHC method finds all the isolated singular solutions same as non-singular solutions. 5) One can extend the application of the NPHC method to systems with parameters by tracking solution-paths over the parameters. Thus, after solving the parametric system at one generic parametric point, one can then easily obtain solutions at any other parameter-point of the system. Solving the system at many parameter points can then help to visualize how the system varies with the parameters. We will exploit this feature of the NPHC method, called the parameter homotopy, in another paper.
IV. RESULTS
In Table I , we record the CBB and BKK bounds for the 10, 11, 13, 14-bus systems [36] - [38] , and the 12-bus one is built based on IEEE 14-bus test case, as well as an example system for the 5-bus case given in [10] . The systems of 11 and 13 buses are ill-conditioned power systems.
Since all the 2(n − 1) power flow equations are quadratic, the CBB is 2 2(n−1) . The BKK bound however is significantly smaller than the CBB for all n except for n = 5 for which the CBB and BKK bound are equal. Due to the limited computational resources available to us, we can go up to 14 bus system so far.
Using the Polyhedral Homotopy, the systems for n ≤ 10 were solved in less than one hour and 10 < n ≤ 13 were solved in around 6, 7 and 9 hours on a desktop. For N = 14, we employed a computing cluster with 64 processors that approximately took around 2 hours.
For all the cases, each equation was zero with 10
tolerance at each solution. Each real solution was identified as a solution with zero imaginary part with tolerance 10 −10 . Both the Total Degree Homotopy and the Polyhedral Homotopy give the same complex as well as real solutions in the end as they should, except that the latter is far more efficient specially as the systems grow big. Power flow solutions of the 4-bus and IEEE 14-bus systems are listed in Appendix. 
A. The 5-bus Problem
Among the cases we have worked on, the 5-bus case needs a special attention as this is the problem used as a counter-example of the claim a previous work made: in [25] a continuation based method was presented claiming to find all the solutions of the power-flow problem. However, in [10] , the claim was disproved by showing the method not able to find all the solutions in the above mentioned 5-bus case.
With the NPHC method, using both the CBB and BKK bound, we have obtained all the 10 real solutions of this system demonstrating the reliability of our method.
V. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS IN POWER SYSTEMS
NPHC is not only useful for power flow problem but also can be applied to a number analysis/assessment applications that are discussed below.
A. Transient stability assessment
In the context of power systems the NPHC approach can be most naturally applied for identification of the Closest Unstable Equilibrium Points (CUEP) for energy methods. Energy methods is probably the most powerful technique for rigorous dynamic security assessment of power systems. Based on classical Lyapunov function approach they allow to certify the nonlinear stability of the system without running the extensive numerical simulations of the large-scale dynamics of the power system. This certification is accomplished by comparison of the effective "energy" of the initial state of the system to the energy of an unstable equilibrium point close to the equilibrium state of the system. Both the stable and unstable equilibrium points are extrema of the energy functional with stable equilibrium corresponding to its minimum, while the CUEPs corresponding to the saddle nodes. Most of the research efforts in the energy methods field have targeted the problem of identification of the CUEPs that is an essential and the most time consuming step of the method [39] - [46] .
The energy functions have been developed for large number of power system models including the very sophisticated ones. In the simplest situation of swing equations defined for purely inductive networks, the extrema of the energy functions are defined by the power-flow like equation of the form
where B ij is the Kron-reduced susceptance matrix of the power grid, V i are the regulated voltage levels on the generation buses, and δ i are the rotor angles of the synchronous generators. This system can be transformed into polynomial form via a change of variables x i = sin δ i and y i = cos δ i and supplementary equations x 2 i + y 2 i = 1. The NHPC method guarantees to find all the unstable equilibrium points with zero missing rate. Although many of the equilibrium points found by the NHPC method won't be the interesting Type-1 ones, it is to our knowledge the only method that is proven to find all the equilibria and thus provides mathematical guarantees for stability.
B. Voltage stability
For voltage stability analysis, a common security indicator, characterizing the proximity to instability is the distance between the stable equilibrium, S, which is normally the operating point, and the closet unstable one, U [7] . For traditional systems it can be visualized on a typical P V curve. In most of the practically relevant situations, the two equilibria S and U correspond to the same level of active power P , but different levels of voltage. The S point normally lies on the upper branch, whereas U is on the lower one. At the nose tip point corresponding to the maximal loadability, the system exhibits saddle-node bifurcation (SNB), and the two equilibria converge and disappear resulting in the voltage collapse phenomena in real life. In practical applications, identification of the closest unstable equilibrium may be a difficult problem especially in multi-dimensional setting where multiple directions in the power space are relevant. This situation is likely to be more and more relevant in the future as the penetration of the unpredictable renewable resources increases. Moreover, the number of solutions to power flow equations may be very large, and traditional continuation type of techniques may not guarantee to find the closest of the solutions [1] . The NPHC technique provides a list of all possible solutions that can be then ranked by some distance measure, preferably reflecting the probability of the system moving in a given direction of the load level space. The corresponding sorted list of closest equilibria will not only provide the estimate for proximity, but will also contain information about the most dangerous directions in the phase space. This information could be naturally used for choosing the optimal response actions, such as generator redispatch based control sensitivities [47] , [48] .
C. Multistability phenomenon
For large levels of penetration of distributed generation the distribution power grids may enter the power flow reversal regime. It has been shown recently that the number of solution of power flow equations may increase quite dramatically. Recent studies have indicated that many of those solutions are actually stable [8] , [9] so that the system may get entrapped in them if no adequate undervoltage protection is installed on low voltage parts of the grid. One of the most adverse consequences of the multistability phenomenon is that the undesirable low voltage stable equilibrium may prevent the normal recovery of the system after transient disturbances and faults. This phenomenon is similar to Fault-Induced Delay Voltage Recovery (FIDVR), but instead of just delaying the recovery, the entrapment completely prevents it. Instead of returning to the normal state, the system may remain in a lowvoltage emergency state. Inappropriate counter-measurements then may lead to either partial or complete blackouts. To avoid such situations, the security assessment procedures need to incorporate information about the dynamic characteristics of the new solutions that necessitates finding of all possible solutions to the power flow problem.
D. Applications to large scale systems
As aforementioned, the main drawback of NPHC and most of the other similar techniques is its poor scalability with the system size. The technique can be applied only to small size systems of no more than 15 or so buses. The standard way of avoiding this limitation is to use the small equivalents of the real large-scale systems. The appropriate strategy for voltage stability type problems would be to combine the partitioning of a system in a set of weakly interacting sub-systems, and consequent reduction of the outer part of a given sub-system to some simple polynomial response to voltage drop. In this case the voltage stability problem could be studied via small size models and all the local branches of the solution could be identified with limited computational resources.
This strategy will likely work well for voltage stability studies. Unlike frequency, the voltage is generally a local quantity, that is influenced by local reactive power injections. The reason is that in normal situations, the voltage difference between two adjacent buses is insignificant, so reactive power cannot be transmitted over long distances. Hence, the voltage control effect of individual voltage control source is also regional. For the static voltage control problem, it is reasonable to reorganize and divide the network into sub-networks by either applying the concept of sphere of influence (SOI) proposed in [49] or echelon approach as in [50] . The size of each sub-network must be small enough to be solved with NPHC. In this sense, NPHC could be applied to explore the local solution manifolds.
E. Static solution boundary
The approach could be also potentially applied for identification of solvability and stability boundaries of the system used for planning and contingency analysis. This boundaries are used for example in preventive control which restores the solvability of the system; the static solution boundary is then used as solvable boundary. For an appropriate size system, NPHC could be used to characterize the solution manifold by solving the following set of polynomial equations:
Here v is the right eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to its zero eigenvalue. If the total number of parameters is equal to k, so that λ ∈ R k , and both the vectors x and v have 2(n − 1) components, so that x, v ∈ R 2n−2 , the total number of variables in this equation is k + 4n − 4. The total number of equations on the other hand is 4n − 3, so the system (9) describes the k − 1 dimensional manifold in the parameter space λ.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a novel method, NPHC, to find all the solutions to power flow problem (or other polynomial systems of equations arising in power system). The main advantage of this method is its mathematically certified ability to find all the solutions to polynomial equations. Unlike other homotopy techniques, the homotopy paths never encounter bifurcations and admit much easier implementation and parallelization. The main downside of the method is its poor scalability to large scale systems, which is common to all the homotopy techniques aiming to find all the solutions to the power flow problem.
Various test cases consisting up to 14 buses have been solved to demonstrate NPHC performance. System partitioning may be used to circumvent the limitation of system size and enable application of NPHC to realistic power system models. We suggested/proposed several security analysis/assessment applications of NPHC to power system, i.e. transient stability and voltage stability assessments, analysis multistability phenomenon, voltage monitoring in large scale systems, and charcterization of solvability and stability boundaries.
In the future, we plan to combine the NPHC with system partitioning and reduction techniques and explore its scalability to large scale systems. Moreover, extending NPHC to produce the parameter dependencies of the solutions may lead to new generation of tools useful for planning, real-time security assessment, and nonlinear control approaches.
On mathematical side, we are also developing one more and rather powerful extension of the NPHC called the numerical discriminant variety method. This method will efficiently provide the boundaries inside the parameter space at which the number of real solutions changes. These boundaries are essential for power system operators in finding optimal corrective and preventive controls without linearizing and approximating the system, and also helps in planning stages. The 4-bus system configuration is shown in Figure. 2 [7] . In Table III , bus types of 1, 2, 3 denote P Q bus, P V bus, and slack bus, respectively. V sch is the voltage scheduled at PV buses and slack bus. P load and Qload represent the consumption levels at corresponding P Q buses. P gen is the generation level specified at P V bus. Qsh is the fixed amount of reactive powers that fix shunts produce. For the 4-bus system, NPHC returns 4 distinct solutions as shown in Table IV. APPENDIX B IEEE 14-BUS TEST CASE IEEE 14-bus test case is depicted in Figure. 3 [38] and the branch data as well as bus data are listed in Table V and VI, respectively. Table VII .
APPENDIX C THE BKK BOUND
In this Appendix, we introduce the BKK bound of the solutions of a system of multivariate polynomial equations. We first need to state the definitions of Newton Polytopes and Mixed Volume.
At each step, we take an example to make the concept clearer. Consider a two-variable system Here, x and y are complex variables and a, b, c, d, e are complex coefficients. Since the degrees of these polynomials are 4 and 3, the CBB of this system is 4 · 3 = 12.
If for every pair of points within a set X, every point on the straight line segment that joins them is also within X, then X is called a convex set and the minimal convex set containing X is called the convex hull of X.
The support S of a polynomial is the vector consist of the exponents of each monomial. e.g., the supports of the above two equations are S 1 = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 2)} and
The convex hull of support S of a polynomial, say Q = conv(S), is called the Newton polytope of the polynomial. e.g., the Newton polytope for
A Minkowski sum of any two convex sets is defined as
The Minkowski sum of two Newton polytopes then corresponds to multiplying the corresponding polynomials algebraically. Now, since, the m-dimensional volume of a simplex having 
where the inner sum is a Minkowski sum of polytopes and Ω m i are the combinations of m-objects (i.e., m-dimensional geometrical objects made of m-simplices) taken i at a time. Obviously, the mixed volume is always an integer for a system of polynomials. e.g., in our running example (10), M (Q 1 , Q 2 ) = Vol 2 (Q 1 +Q 2 )− Vol 2 (Q 1 )− Vol 2 (Q 2 ), (14) where, 
Thus, the mixed volume for this system is 4.
The above introduced concept of the mixed volume is extremely important because the Bernstein-KhovanskiiKushnirenko (BKK) theorem [51] - [53] , in combination with [54] - [56] , states that for generic coefficients, the number of isolated solutions in is exactly equal to the (stable) mixed volume of this system counting with multiplicity, and for any particular set of coefficients, it is an upper bound.
In practice, we can use a highly sophisticated implementation of an algorithm to calculate the mixed volume of a given system called MixedVol [34] which is transplanted in PHCpack and MixedVol-2.0 which is transplanted in HOM4PS2. 
